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TOPIC MOVE

WEEK 1 Dribbling 
Changing Directions

Pull Back

Step Over

WEEK 2 Passing Wave

Scissors

WEEK 3 Passing/Receiving Fake Shot

WEEK 4 Shooting V Move

L Move

WEEK 5 Attacking Cruyff

WEEK 6 Defending Cruyff

WEEK 7 Ataccking Maradona Turn

WEEK 8 Shooting Rainbow

WEEK 9 Review Review

TIME DURATION SESSION PLAN

0`-10` 10` Warm-up | Footskills

10`-25` 15` Topic Within a Game

Water Break

25`-40` 15` Topic Formal Introduction

Water Break

40`-55` 15` Conditional and Formal 
Game

55`-60` 5` Closing Recap | Cool Down
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AGE GROUP: U10 WEEK 1 THEME: DRIBBLING/CHANGING DIRECTIONS

WARM-UP DRIBBLING MAZE GAME AVOID COLLISIONS IN DIAMOND 5v5 | 6v6 GAME

DESCRIPTION DESCRIPTION DESCRIPTION DESCRIPTION

Each player with their ball dribbling with speed and 
changing direction. At coach`s command they will 
perform the move of the day or a footskill/move from 
previous practices.

Moves of the Day: Pull Back and Step Over

‣ Set up the field with 10 goals (1 meter apart).  One 
player from each team starts simultaneously 
across each other at positions outside the maze. 


‣ Their task is to dribble the ball in any direction 
through all goals


‣ When a player returns to the starting point, the 
next player from the team can go.


Key Coaching Points: keep the ball close, dribbling 
with laces; speed up after a turn.

Organize 4 lines in diamond format (as above), the 
players have to dribble to the other side using the 
laces and without crash to the other player. 

Timing the game and make the players track how 
many times they cross the field without crash.

Key Coaching Points: dribble the ball with laces; 
every step is a touch; look up every two or three 
steps to scan the other player coming to time the 
run; keep ball close to be easier to adjust the speed.

‣ Encourage the players to keep the Diamond 
Shape, with one defender, two midfielders and one 
forward.


‣ Rotate players in two positions, therefore, they can 
explore all of them in the first day.


Key Coaching Points: Develop the Diamond Shape 
Concept every time the ball goals out.

VARIATION | PROGRESSION VARIATION | PROGRESSION VARIATION | PROGRESSION VARIATION | PROGRESSION

‣ Each player with their ball dribbling with speed and 
changing direction. At coach`s command they will 
perform the move of the day or a footskill/move 
from previous practices.


‣ Players dribbling around and coaches will 
approach them as they need to perform the move 
of the day to get around (lives mechanism).

More than two players at a time. Coach in the center showing numbers with his/her 
hands.

4 players simultaneously.

‣ Three passes before scoring.

‣ 3 touches rule, to explore dribbling in different 

situations and under pressure.
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AGE GROUP: U10 WEEK 2 THEME: PASSING

WARM-UP 3v3 BOWLING TAKE OVER IN A DIAMOND 5v5 | 6v6 GAME

DESCRIPTION DESCRIPTION DESCRIPTION DESCRIPTION

Each player with their ball dribbling with speed and 
changing direction. At coach`s command they will 
perform the move of the day or a footskill/move from 
previous practices.

Moves of the Day: Wave and Scissors

Players wil l try to beat the defenders by 
combinations and moves in order to create chances 
to knock the cones down.

Key Coaching Points: create constant passing 
lanes; control the ball, keeping it close when 
dribbling and receiving; using proper passing to help 
the teammate to controle it; look for quick passes; 
use moves to unbalance the defender in order to find 
a pass to a teammate or one to knock a cone down.

‣ Players are in pairs, one with a ball and one 
without. One player dribbles around and the other 
jogs always facing the ball. 


‣ On Coach`s command the player without the ball 
opens the body to receive a pass from his/her 
partner.


Key Coaching Points: pass with inside; set the ball 
up before pass and angle from behind; shoulders 
and hips facing forward.

‣ Encourage the players to keep the Diamond 
Shape, with one defender, two midfielders and one 
forward.


‣ Rotate players in two positions, therefore, they can 
explore all of them in the first day.


Key Coaching Points: Develop the Diamond Shape 
Concept every time the ball goals out.

VARIATION | PROGRESSION VARIATION | PROGRESSION VARIATION | PROGRESSION VARIATION | PROGRESSION

‣ Each player with their ball dribbling with speed and 
changing direction. At coach`s command they will 
perform the move of the day or a footskill/move 
from previous practices.


‣ Players dribbling around and coaches will 
approach them as they need to perform the move 
of the day to get around (lives mechanism).

‣ Add one or two neutral players to help the teams, 
accordingly to the level of the players.


‣ Different values for passes accordingly to the 
distance (2 or 3 zones), number of prior touches by 
the playing knocking the cone down, dominant or 
non-dominant foot.

‣ Coach can have a second signal to have the 
dribbler passing to another specific player (e.g. two 
players ahead or behind).


‣ A third signal can be used to request a pass for 
random players.


‣ Players can be requested to trap with particular 
parts of the foot.

‣ Three passes before scoring.

‣ 3 touches rule, to explore dribbling in different 

situations and under pressure.
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AGE GROUP: U10 WEEK 3 THEME: PASSING/RECEIVING

WARM-UP PRECISE PASSING WITH BOTH FEET GOAL CHASE SSG 5v5 | 6v6 GAME

DESCRIPTION DESCRIPTION DESCRIPTION DESCRIPTION

Each player with their ball dribbling with speed and 
changing direction. At coach`s command they will 
perform the move of the day or a footskill/move from 
previous practices.

Moves of the Day: Fake Shot

Juggling: drop the ball, let it bounce and juggle 
twice, without bouncing, before catching it up with 
the hands. Perform the same action using the non-
dominant foot on the second touch; vice versa.

‣ Line up the players facing each other, pair up and 
measure the distance accordingly to their 
developmental stage. 


‣ Player will find a pass to their teammate, who will 
receive it properly and set up the ball to pass back, 
from the same goal.


Key Coaching Points: upper body straight; plant 
foot aside the ball and pointing forward; shoulders 
and hips facing forward; toes up to lock the ankle.

Players try to beat the defenders by combinations 
and moves in order to keep ball possession and 
create chances to find passes between the gates.

Key Coaching Points: create constant passing 
lanes; keep the ball close when dribbling and 
receiving; use moves to unbalance the defender in 
order to find a pass to a teammate; make the 
decision between trying to pass through a gate or 
keeping possession.

‣ Encourage the players to keep the Diamond 
Shape, with one defender, two midfielders and one 
forward.


‣ Rotate players in two positions, therefore, they can 
explore all of them in the first day.


Key Coaching Points: Develop the Diamond Shape 
Concept every time the ball goals out.

VARIATION | PROGRESSION VARIATION | PROGRESSION VARIATION | PROGRESSION VARIATION | PROGRESSION

Juggling: Drop the ball and juggle once, before 
bouncing, and catch it. Try with both feet; Try to use 
foot-thigh before catch, then foot-thigh-foot-catch 
(with both feet); then alternating the sides, right foot, 
right (or left) thigh, left foot and catch… and so on; 
Flick the ball up to juggle.

‣ Players receive the ball directing it to the other 
foot, to pass the ball back through the other gate.


‣ Dribble through cones before pass to the 
teammate.


‣ To score a point, players must make a correct pass 
with both feet in a row.


‣ Put a ball on the top of a cone instead of the gates.

‣ Add one or two neutral players to help the teams, 
accordingly to the level of the players.


‣ Request a minimum or maximum amount of 
touches on the ball before passing.

‣ Three passes before scoring.

‣ 3 touches rule, to explore dribbling in different 

situations and under pressure.
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AGE GROUP: U10 WEEK 4 THEME: SHOOTING

WARM-UP SAVE YOURSELF TWO SIDES GOAL 5v5 | 6v6 GAME

DESCRIPTION DESCRIPTION DESCRIPTION DESCRIPTION

Each player with their ball dribbling with speed and 
changing direction. At coach`s command they will 
perform the move of the day or a footskill/move from 
previous practices.

Moves of the Day: V Move and L Move

In a field set up like the picture, 8 players playing 
against each other with the goal to score in the other 
seven and protect their goal as well. The coach have 
to be around the circle with couple balls to make the 
practice faster putting new balls to the players who 
be without balls after the trying.

Key Coaching Points: set the ball up diagonally to 
have a better angle of approach; plant foot aside the 
ball; opposite arm up to give balance.

‣ Players will try to beat the defenders by 
combinations and moves in order to create 
chances to score on either side of the goal.


‣ Explore the possibilities of both sides of the goal, 
to keep possession and unbalance the opponent.


Key Coaching Points: decision making between 
trying to shoot or keeping ball possession; proper 
shooting technique.

‣ Encourage the players to keep the Diamond 
Shape, with one defender, two midfielders and one 
forward.


‣ Rotate players in two positions, therefore, they can 
explore all of them in the first day.


Key Coaching Points: Develop the Diamond Shape 
Concept every time the ball goals out.

VARIATION | PROGRESSION VARIATION | PROGRESSION VARIATION | PROGRESSION VARIATION | PROGRESSION

‣ Each player with their ball dribbling with speed and 
changing direction. At coach`s command they will 
perform the move of the day or a footskill/move 
from previous practices.


‣ Players dribbling around and coaches will 
approach them as they need to perform the move 
of the day to get around (lives mechanism).

Set up two teams to playe against each other, 
varying the location of them (alternating teams or 
four from each team in a row).

‣ Add neutral players to help the team in possession 
of the ball to have more chances to create an 
opportunity to score.


‣ Request certain amount of passes before shooting.

‣ Request one touch finishing or finishing only with 

non-dominant foot.

‣ Bumpers on the sides, when a team regains the 

possession, it must pass to one of them to score.

‣ Three passes before scoring.

‣ 3 touches rule, to explore dribbling in different 

situations and under pressure.
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AGE GROUP: U10 WEEK 5 THEME: ATACKING

WARM-UP 3v2+2 4v4 WITH 4 DIAGONAL GOALS 5v5 | 6v6 GAME

DESCRIPTION DESCRIPTION DESCRIPTION DESCRIPTION

Each player with their ball dribbling with speed and 
changing direction. At coach`s command they will 
perform the move of the day or a footskill/move from 
previous practices.

Moves of the Day: Cruyff

‣ Each team of 2 protect one goal. 

‣ The team of 3 attack one goal at a time.

‣ As the ball goes out or the GK saves a shot 

completely, the 3 players attack the other goal.


Key Coaching Points: create runs and perform 
moves to unbalance the defenders; fix a defender to 
allow a teammate to be more likely to have space.

Players will try to beat the defenders by moves and 
combinations in order to create chances to score on 
either goal.

The distribution of the goals will provide the players a 
different context where they need to adapt and find 
their own strategies.

Key Coaching Points: Protect the middle and attack 
wide areas; divide roles between the players.

‣ Encourage the players to keep the Diamond 
Shape, with one defender, two midfielders and one 
forward.


‣ Rotate players in two positions, therefore, they can 
explore all of them in the first day.


Key Coaching Points: Develop the Diamond Shape 
Concept every time the ball goals out.

VARIATION | PROGRESSION VARIATION | PROGRESSION VARIATION | PROGRESSION VARIATION | PROGRESSION

Each player with their ball dribbling with speed and 
changing direction. At coach`s command they will 
perform the move of the day or a footskill/move from 
previous practices.

Players dribbling around and coaches will approach 
them as they need to perform the move of the day to 
get around (lives mechanism).

‣ Add bumpers outside, playing for the attacking 
team.


‣ If the defenders steal the ball, they try to find a 
pass to their teammates on the other side of the 
field. Then, the attackers will get a new ball to 
attack that side.

‣ Add neutral players to help the team in possession 
of the ball to have more chances to create an 
opportunity to score.


‣ Add bumpers outside, playing for both teams.

‣ Three passes before scoring.

‣ 3 touches rule, to explore dribbling in different 

situations and under pressure.
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AGE GROUP: U10 WEEK 6 THEME: DEFENDING

WARM-UP 1v1 PASSING FORWARD 3v2 DEFENDING 5v5 | 6v6 GAME

DESCRIPTION DESCRIPTION DESCRIPTION DESCRIPTION

Each player with their ball dribbling with speed and 
changing direction. At coach`s command they will 
perform the move of the day or a footskill/move from 
previous practices.

Moves of the Day: Cruyff

‣ The attacker must beat the defender to find a pass 
to a teammate on the other end of the field.


‣ Defender becomes attacker, who takes the place 
of the target player, who will be the new defender.


Key Coaching Points: slow down as approaches 
the attacker; lower the gravity center; place feet 
diagonally to the side where wants to direct the 
attacker to; use the front foot to “attack" for a tackle, 
the back foot is the base for a change of direction.

‣ Each defender is responsible to protect one side 
(left/right) of the field. Each side has one goal to be 
scored on by the attacking players.


‣ If the defender steals the ball, they pass it to the 
coach (forward or on the sides).


Key Coaching Points: delay the player with the ball; 
close passing lines; direct the attackers to outside; 
try to recreate the scenario in a 2v2 situation, where 
one attacker is not able to receive a pass.

‣ Encourage the players to keep the Diamond 
Shape, with one defender, two midfielders and one 
forward.


‣ Rotate players in two positions, therefore, they can 
explore all of them in the first day.


Key Coaching Points: Develop the Diamond Shape 
Concept every time the ball goals out.

VARIATION | PROGRESSION VARIATION | PROGRESSION VARIATION | PROGRESSION VARIATION | PROGRESSION

‣ Each player with their ball dribbling with speed and 
changing direction. At coach`s command they will 
perform the move of the day or a footskill/move 
from previous practices.


‣ Players dribbling around and coaches will 
approach them as they need to perform the move 
of the day to get around (lives mechanism).

‣ Vary the location where the attacker, the defender 
and the target players are.


‣ Play without target players, just end lines or goals 
(centered or diagonally positioned)

Allow switches between defenders, as long as there 
will be one in each side.

‣ Three passes before scoring.

‣ 3 touches rule, to explore dribbling in different 

situations and under pressure.
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AGE GROUP: U10 WEEK 7 THEME: ATTACKING

WARM-UP TARGET PLAYER 4v4 WITH 4 DIAGONALLY OPOSITE GOALS 5v5 | 6v6 GAME

DESCRIPTION DESCRIPTION DESCRIPTION DESCRIPTION

Each player with their ball dribbling with speed and 
changing direction. At coach`s command they will 
perform the move of the day or a footskill/move from 
previous practices.

Moves of the Day: Maradona Turn

Juggling: drop the ball, let it bounce and juggle 
twice, without bouncing, before catching it up with 
the hands. Perform the same action using the non-
dominant foot on the second touch; vice versa.

4v3 (or 3v2) game where each team has a target 
player to find a pass to and who will then score. 
Switch the target player every 5 shots, every player 
will have a chance to go as target to shoot at least 
three times. Only the target player and the 
goalkeeper are allowed in the finishing zone.

Key Coaching Points: keep ball possession, 
switching the field; create passing lanes constantly.

Players will try to beat the defenders by moves and 
combinations in order to create chances to score on 
either goal.

The distribution of the goals will provide the players a 
different context where they need to adapt and find 
their own strategies.

Key Coaching Points: instinctively positions will rise 
in order to achieve goals; ivide roles between the 
players.

‣ Encourage the players to keep the Diamond 
Shape, with one defender, two midfielders and one 
forward.


‣ Rotate players in two positions, therefore, they can 
explore all of them in the first day.


Key Coaching Points: Develop the Diamond Shape 
Concept every time the ball goals out.

VARIATION | PROGRESSION VARIATION | PROGRESSION VARIATION | PROGRESSION VARIATION | PROGRESSION

Juggling: Drop the ball and juggle once, before 
bouncing, and catch it. Try with both feet; Try to use 
foot-thigh before catch, then foot-thigh-foot-catch 
(with both feet); then alternating the sides, right foot, 
right (or left) thigh, left foot and catch… and so on; 
Flick the ball up to juggle.

‣ Use two target players.

‣ Allow one attacker to move up to receive a lay off 

or assistance from the target when he receives a 
pass down the line (parallel on the outside).


‣ Allow one defender to recover and try to block the 
finishing.

‣ Add bumpers outside, playing for both teams.

‣ Add a rule of certain amount of passes before 

scoring.

‣ Three passes before scoring.

‣ 3 touches rule, to explore dribbling in different 

situations and under pressure.
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AGE GROUP: U10 WEEK 8 THEME: SHOOTING

WARM-UP TWO TEAMS COMPETITION FAST BREAK ATTACKING 5v5 | 6v6 GAME

DESCRIPTION DESCRIPTION DESCRIPTION DESCRIPTION

Each player with their ball dribbling with speed and 
changing direction. At coach`s command they will 
perform the move of the day or a footskill/move from 
previous practices.

Moves of the Day: Rainbow

Two teams will play against each other in a 
simultaneous 3v1 competition.

Each 5 to 10 attempts or 1-2 minutes, coach switch 
player`s position


Key Coaching Points: create runs and perform 
moves to unbalance the defenders; fix a defender to 
allow a teammate to be more likely to have space; 
attack with speed to finish.

‣ Players line up by the goals on both sides of the 
field. On coaches signal one player will dribble and 
shoot as fast he/she can. 


‣ As soon as he/she shoot, he/she drops back and 
defend the goal against an opposite player.


‣ Build up a 2v1 | 2v2 | 3v3 | 4v3 | 4v4 in sequence, 
keeping the players inside and add one at a time.


Key Coaching Points: shoot with laces; fast recover 
to protect the goal and delay the player.

‣ Encourage the players to keep the Diamond 
Shape, with one defender, two midfielders and one 
forward.


‣ Rotate players in two positions, therefore, they can 
explore all of them in the first day.


Key Coaching Points: Develop the Diamond Shape 
Concept every time the ball goals out.

VARIATION | PROGRESSION VARIATION | PROGRESSION VARIATION | PROGRESSION VARIATION | PROGRESSION

‣ Each player with their ball dribbling with speed and 
changing direction. At coach`s command they will 
perform the move of the day or a footskill/move 
from previous practices.


‣ Players dribbling around and coaches will 
approach them as they need to perform the move 
of the day to get around (lives mechanism).

‣ 3v2 | 3v3 format.

‣ Vary the starting location of the players and ball.

‣ Add outside support.

‣ One touch finishing.

‣ Non-dominant foot.

‣ Add a defender recovering after 3-7 seconds.

‣ Vary the place and position the players start 
dribbling in.

‣ Three passes before scoring.

‣ 3 touches rule, to explore dribbling in different 

situations and under pressure.
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AGE GROUP: U10 WEEK 9 THEME: REVIEW

WARM-UP TARGET PLAYER TWO SIDES GOAL 5v5 | 6v6 GAME

DESCRIPTION DESCRIPTION DESCRIPTION DESCRIPTION

Each player with their ball dribbling with speed and 
changing direction. At coach`s command they will 
perform the move of the day or a footskill/move from 
previous practices.

Moves of the Day: Pull Back and Step Over

4v3 (or 3v2) game where each team has a target 
player to find a pass to and who will then score. 
Switch the target player every 5 shots, every player 
will have a chance to go as target to shoot at least 
three times. Only the target player and the 
goalkeeper are allowed in the finishing zone.

Key Coaching Points: keep ball possession, 
switching the field; create passing lanes constantly.

‣ Players will try to beat the defenders by 
combinations and moves in order to create 
chances to score on either side of the goal.


‣ Explore the possibilities of both sides of the goal, 
to keep possession and unbalance the opponent.


Key Coaching Points: decision making between 
trying to shoot or keeping ball possession; proper 
shooting technique.

‣ Encourage the players to keep the Diamond 
Shape, with one defender, two midfielders and one 
forward.


‣ Rotate players in two positions, therefore, they can 
explore all of them in the first day.


Key Coaching Points: Develop the Diamond Shape 
Concept every time the ball goals out.

VARIATION | PROGRESSION VARIATION | PROGRESSION VARIATION | PROGRESSION VARIATION | PROGRESSION

‣ Each player with their ball dribbling with speed and 
changing direction. At coach`s command they will 
perform the move of the day or a footskill/move 
from previous practices.


‣ Players dribbling around and coaches will 
approach them as they need to perform the move 
of the day to get around (lives mechanism).

‣ Use two target players.

‣ Allow one attacker to move up to receive a lay off 

or assistance from the target when he receives a 
pass down the line (parallel on the outside).


‣ Allow one defender to recover and try to block the 
finishing.

‣ Add neutral players to help the team in possession 
of the ball to have more chances to create an 
opportunity to score.


‣ Request certain amount of passes before shooting.

‣ Request one touch finishing or finishing only with 

non-dominant foot.

‣ Three passes before scoring.

‣ 3 touches rule, to explore dribbling in different 

situations and under pressure.
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